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ABSTRACT
The last decade has witnessed a debate about the disruptive role
of emerging digital technologies. At the heart of this debate is
the issue of big data, which underpins the operations of these
digital technologies but creates a series of new risks and issues
for society and governments. New policy problems concerning
data require formulators of new governance strategies and
innovative policy designs. In this introduction to the special issue
Data Policy and Governance, we examine scholarship on data
governance and data policy, with a particular focus on emerging
contributions on these topics. We also present the six articles that
make up this special issue and indicate trends and future research
directions from the discussion. This review demonstrates how
data governance and policy are central to the digital world and
require new designs and dynamics to deal with instruments,
mixes, practices, and regulatory mechanisms.
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1. Introduction – a journey to data governance and policy

Contemporary societies live in a context of hyper-connection to the Internet. The
hyperconnection changes the way information and knowledge affect social environ-
ments, creating new governance dilemmas related to the digital world. And while
these dilemmas may seem large, the possibility of using data to open various aspects
of governments, society, and the economy through the use of big data and emerging
digital technologies such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things (IoT), block-
chain and platforms (Kitchin 2013; Mayer-Sch€onberger and Cukier 2013; Ekbia et al.
2014) draws attention at large scale. The pull of data-driven decision-making is
almost too strong as societies have witnessed a process of re-engineering their institu-
tions, both in the public and private sectors (Almeida, Filgueiras, and Mendonça
2022). At the heart of these social re-engineering are digital technologies and the
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commodification of massive data. As more and more entities subscribe to the com-
modification process, new social dilemmas and policy problems emerge, many of
which directly affect people and their daily lives (Frischmann and Selinger 2018).

The movement to data-driven decision-making and data-driven instrumentation
provides for increasing automation and customization of public services, changes in
the cost-and-benefit ratio for governments and businesses, development of analytical
capacities with the potential to improve policies and businesses, improve communica-
tion with society, and a variety of applications in different policy domains as health,
social welfare, public security, education, among others (Filgueiras and Almeida 2021;
Dunleavy and Margetts 2013). However, these digital technologies assume a disrup-
tive character, changing the entire way of doing policy formulation (Giest 2017),
organizing tasks and market decisions (Pasquale 2015), modifying all economic trans-
actions, and creating new forms of political power (Culpepper and Thelen 2020). As
such, these disruptive technologies bring a series of new risks to society, such as
problems related to privacy (Bennett and Raab 2017, Sanfilippo et al., 2020), the pos-
sibility of new patterns of algorithmic injustice (Benjamin 2019; Eubanks 2018; Noble
2018), problems related to cybersecurity (Shackelford 2020).

Moreover, the emergence of digital disruptive technologies reshapes institutional
aspects of governments, industries, and markets, implying a race for the development
and application of these technologies (Filgueiras 2021). Disruptive digital technologies
provide productivity gains and process optimization for organizations and conveni-
ence and personalization for consumers. The emerging digital world takes data as a
central resource for the application of digital technologies as instruments to reengin-
eering society (Frischmann and Selinger 2018). The development of these information
and communication technologies depends on large volumes of data so that they can
be applied and enable these new knowledge modes.

Technologies such as these produce innovations that result in a different way of
doing and living. That is, they can have a disruptive potential when they produce
economic, social, political, and cultural changes, implying consequences for human
organizations. Disruptive technologies are those that produce radically different ways
of doing and living (Christensen 1997). Disruptions imply diverse social consequen-
ces, changing many aspects of social capital and its structure (Fukuyama 2017).

Because disruptive technologies provide radical changes in ways of doing and living, it
is essential that they disrupt public policies. Disruptions in public policy change the way
problems or solutions are conceived, in turn shifting attention within a policy-making
domain – mainly due to external shocks, but also changes in power alignments, perhaps
through the cause of new ideas or actors (Jones and Baumgartner 2005). These disrup-
tions are needed to create a broader framework for technology governance so that conse-
quences and impacts can be controlled or minimized. Regulating disruptive technologies
is not a simple activity. Technology regulation is based on various uncertainties and
ambiguities, creating a governance pattern with difficulties in implementation and effect-
iveness (Taeihagh, Ramesh, and Howlett 2021).

Disruptive technologies – such as autonomous vehicles, autonomous weapons systems,
blockchain technology, autonomous systems, cloud computing, and the Internet of
Things (IoT) – have triggered changes that threaten existing socio-economic systems.
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The rapid beat of technological innovation poses serious challenges for governments,
which must deal with the disruptive speed and scope of transformations taking place in
many domains. While these technologies offer opportunities for improvements in eco-
nomic efficiency and quality of life, they also generate many unintended consequences
and pose new forms of risk (Li, Taeihagh, and De Jong 2018; Taeihagh and Lim 2019).
In the entire architecture of governance and regulatory policies are the massive volumes
of data, to identify organizational patterns necessary to collect, store, process and share
data among different actors in society. As soon as different legal instruments have
emerged with the aim of regulating the process of collecting, storing, processing, and
sharing data, such as the European GDPR, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
in the United States, the General Data Protection Act of Brazil (LGPD). Other countries
such as Canada, New Zealand and Argentina have well-established data protection laws
since the early 2000s.

Government responses to these technologies must consider safety, privacy, and
well-being, as well as protecting their livelihoods and health. However, regulating and
governing these technologies is challenging due to the high levels of risk, ambiguities,
and uncertainty associated with them (Li et al. 2018; Tan and Taeihagh 2021) and
that often the beneficiaries of these technologies – the investors, producers, and
users – they transfer risks to society or governments. In addition, the problem or lag
between state regulatory agencies in responding to the challenges of these technolo-
gies further aggravates the situation (Marchant 2011). The convenience created by
these technologies for consumers creates an informal alliance that establishes enor-
mous political power for large technology companies, creating difficulties for govern-
ments to respond effectively to the risks of emerging technologies (Culpepper and
Thelen 2020).

The regulation of emerging technologies is based on information asymmetries, pol-
itical uncertainties, power dynamics, and failures in the policy design and government
responses (Taeihagh, Ramesh, and Howlett 2021). For digital technologies, the collec-
tion, storage, processing and sharing of data is a necessary condition for the develop-
ment and deployment and to produce public value. Digital technologies can improve
processes, reduce costs, and expand society’s well-being. However, big data structures
create a series of new governance dilemmas and new risks for society, similarly
requiring disruption with respect to the data policy and new institutional frameworks
for data governance.

Data policy and governance is an emerging field of study, with an important insti-
tutional innovation process to be addressed. Data governance is about authority and
institutional designs with different instruments for dealing with data policy, taking on
a dual objective: (1) how to protect citizens’ privacy and reduce risks for governments
and companies regarding data management? (2) how, at the same time, to provide
adequate mechanisms to guarantee data sharing and accelerate technological develop-
ment? Data policy is linked to a tradeoff between the risks. On the one hand, the risk
to citizen’s privacy, data leaks, problems with cybersecurity, for example. In the other
hand, data is a strategic asset to governments and industry deploy economic and
social development. Restricting access to data can hinder or inhibit economic devel-
opment. It is due to this tradeoff that the data policy requires institutional
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frameworks that enable data governance, considering that data represent, in the con-
temporary world, a strategic resource for governments and companies.

This special issue we now present aims to answer some of these questions. What
designs are required to protect the privacy and secure data? What governance
arrangements are adequate to address contemporary dilemmas regarding big data?
What can innovations in institutional and policy designs be produced to deal with
the various issues concerning big data? In this first section, we make a brief overview
about data governance and policy scholarship. The second section overviews the
articles that make up this special issue. In the final section, we address trends and
future research questions that emerge with changes in data governance.

2. State of data governance and policy scholarship

Data governance and data policy are emerging fields, soon marked by great attempts.
The aim of this section is not to conduct a systematic review of the literature, but to
review how scholarship on data governance and policy has been developed.

Consulting the Scopus database, articles with the term data governance in the title
represent 453 articles published in different journals in different areas. Constituting
the knowledge network composed of these articles, considering the keywords, we
compose a network, as shown in Figure 1 below. The nodes of these networks are
composed of the keywords information management, information systems, data qual-
ity management, and humans. Looking at Figure 1, two questions are essential. First
is the expected dominance of the Computer Science area in producing knowledge on
data governance. Second, the variety of subjects around these nodes essentially deals
with the constitution of data management systems and processes related to different

Figure 1. Scientific knowledge network on data governance. Source: Scopus, consultation completed
on November 20, 2022.
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topics and policy domains, such as health, justice, organizational models, decision-
making, and agricultural production. In general, data governance is superimposed on
information management processes.

However, we need to consider how problems relating to data governance go
beyond the specialized domain of Computer Science, requiring expertise in public
policy and law. This interdisciplinary nature of data governance requires policy
designs that provide practitioners with instruments, mixes, rules, norms, and adequate
strategies to deal with the problem. Moreover, recent advances in data governance
and data policy do not occur within issues related to available technologies but on
what policies and institutional designs need to be tailored to face emerging problems
with disruptive digital technologies. In summary, we need to produce disruptions in
public policies and new institutional frameworks to deal with the wide range of prob-
lems in the digital world.

Returning to the Scopus database, when we use the expression data policy as a
search factor, we can create a visualization that shows another type of network with a
grid volume of points and nodes defined by the keywords open data, human or
humans, one on data policy (Figure 2). In the 167 articles in the Scopus base, some
insights can be produced in this knowledge network. The first node concerns the
problem of open data. Open data immediately connects to open governments, com-
prising policies that underpin transparency and accountability, availability of data to
society, and the possibility for it to participate in the decision-making process. The
second node concerns the policymaking keyword. This node connects to the deci-
sion-making process, public servants’ role, and technologies’ social effects. The third

Figure 2. Scientific knowledge network on data policy. Source: Scopus, consultation completed on
November 20, 2022.
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node concerns humans, data collection, publishing, and information dissemination.
Finally, the fourth node is related to the data policy, containing issues such as data
collection, data sharing, data access, data infrastructure, and data semantics. This
fourth node is a point of deep interest. It is constitutive in the knowledge network
that data policy is related to problems of data sharing, information management, and
data access.

Data policy involves designs capable of connecting procedures, strategies, and rules
in different legislations with instruments and mixes that make it possible to achieve
policy objectives. Data policy is a policy domain that deals with the commodification
of knowledge provided by public and private organizations in their business models.
Data policy is about collective choices, focusing on general rules and principles that
guide the actors in collecting, storing, processing, and sharing data, ensuring the
appropriate use of data and information assets. This concept of data policy stems
from the seminal work of Elinor Ostrom and Charlotte Hess, who detected this data
commodification process as the central point for policies dealing with data and infor-
mation (Hess and Ostrom 2007). Data policy includes actions for data quality, access,
security, privacy, and usage, and possibilities to design technological applications that
focus the data usage on the application in policy and services.

These knowledge networks reveal how we deal with two broad dimensions. Data
governance implies distributing and redistributing resources and operational norms,
creating responsibilities, and compliance with principles and norms. Data governance
implies institutional frameworks that shape data policy. The data policy, on the other
hand, means a set of actions prescribed to the actors to ensure the protection of data
as resources, protect the citizens’ privacy and constitute adequate instruments to
guide the actors’ behavior in the collection, processing and sharing data.

The purpose of these two graphs is not to produce a systematic review but to illus-
trate how data governance and data policy are diffuse themes based on different
approaches, problems, and technological innovations. Data governance is about allo-
cating authority and control over data and exercising such authority through deci-
sion-making in data-related matters. Data governance, therefore, is a disputed object
that receives contributions from different areas, with the support of innovations
shaped by governments, industry, and markets. Different institutional designs for
data governance compose a set of very different organizational practices
and strategies.

The design of data governance involves recognizing these different principles since
the nature of the policy is regulatory and with clear procedures for data stewardship
(Dawes 2010). Applying these principles can take place in different emerging institu-
tional frameworks, such as data sharing pools, data cooperatives, public data trusts,
and personal data sovereignty (Micheli et al. 2020). As applied by the city of
Barcelona, for example, data pools are the constitution of platforms that expand
access to data by bringing together data from different sources (Grossman et al.
2016). Data public trust is the institutional model of data governance based on the
fiduciary duty of organizations that collect data and share it. This fiduciary duty
organizes the relationship between the individual who has the personal data collected
and the collectors (Delacroix and Lawrence 2019). Data cooperatives address societal
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challenges and produce data policy focusing on justice and fairness conditions to
value production (Borkin 2019). Finally, personal data sovereignty is focused on data
subjects’ self-determination (Ilves and Osimo 2019). These data governance models
frame different action situations that shape data policy and organize power relations
(Micheli et al. 2020).

From different modes of governance, policies are formulated and implemented
concerning different issues and problems. For example, open data policies imply dif-
ferent challenges for transparency and privacy. Big open linked data enables govern-
ments to analyze individual behaviors, expand possibilities for designing policies
expanding control, directly affecting citizens’ privacy, and creating new policy prob-
lems. Nevertheless, on the other hand, big open-linked data enables governments to
increase transparency and openness (Janssen and Van den Hoven 2015).

Data policy is toward ambiguous issues, depending on the advancement of tech-
nologies or institutional governance designs. The gap in the literature lies in identify-
ing policy designs that may reflect institutional governance parameters for different
data-based technologies. This connection is essential and, in many ways, involves a
trial-and-error approach to more adaptive institutions (Kuhlmann, Stegmaier, and
Konrad 2019). Identifying these policy designs in practical cases of digital technolo-
gies can add different approaches to problems that emerge with disruptions in
technological development. As an emerging field of public policy, data governance
and policy can benefit from the analysis of different policy designs and alternatives
found to deal with data and the diversity of problems surrounding it.

3. Special issue overview

The articles that compose this special issue have a fascinating thematic diversity,
which deals with different topics related to data governance and data policy. The spe-
cial issue comprises a variety of possibilities for the use of data, as well as governance
issues and challenges. The special issue’s focus is to produce practical knowledge
about the various challenges involved in data policy and governance design, consider-
ing the link between these two dimensions.

The first article, written by Andrew B. Withford and Jeff Yates, discusses an essen-
tial element built into many data governance initiatives, and disruptions. Disruptions
increasingly involve the challenge for governments, industry, and various market
actors to access, gather, analyze, and employ information about citizens. The emer-
gence of different designs for protecting citizens’ data and privacy requires consensus
from citizens so that governments, industry, and markets can process their data.
Consensus is a fundamental practice for actors to modulate their actions based on
emerging citizenship rights. Notice and choice pose many challenges for practitioners,
who must reconcile these citizenship rights with the competing interests of actors.
Thus, notice and choice emerge as essential instrument in data protection and privacy
design. However, it challenges practitioners because it implies mechanisms of nudging
and coevolving technological business. Accompanying these co-evolutions implies
challenging designs to meet privacy and data protection objectives in the contempor-
ary world. The article by Withford and Yates enables the construction of different
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insights for designs that deal with the challenge of coevolving technologies and policy
disruptions.

The second article, by Zhizhao Li, Yuqing Guo, Masaru Yarime, Xun Wu, analyzes
the regulatory challenges implicit in disruptive technologies based on the case of the
use of facial recognition technologies (FRTs) in China. These challenges imply policy
designs that focus on safeguarding privacy and data security. These policy designs
that emerge from the objective of data privacy and security require care in dealing
with disruptive technologies, demanding innovative forms of regulatory governance.
Challenges such as safeguarding privacy and data security require more flexible and
adaptive forms of governance, considering innovative institutional frameworks.
Among these innovations, adopting regulatory sandboxes that can anticipate prob-
lems and test solutions is an essential key to the adaptive governance of emerging
technologies. The regulatory sandbox is an innovative approach to regulation to
obtain first-hand information regarding cutting-edge technologies and how to inter-
vene more effectively at key technological stages with regulatory actions. Regulatory
sandboxes are adopted from a more adaptive perspective of governance. Sandboxes
establish forms of engagement for different stakeholders and new policy mixes that
are more adapted to solve different problems.

The third article, by Fernando Filgueiras and Lizandro Lui, deals with the institu-
tional construction of data governance, taking the case of Brazil. Internally to the
Brazilian federal government, there are institutional challenges for the design of data
policies. Brazil has different characteristics. The Brazilian government is one of the
most prominent collectors of data in society, which are stored in different reposito-
ries, relying on public companies that store and process data for different federal gov-
ernment organizations. To design technological development strategies, the Brazilian
federal government sharing data with different governmental and private actors is
essential. In addition, there is a framework for data protection and privacy in Brazil,
implemented with the General Data Protection Act (LGPD) and another set of spe-
cific laws. These institutional frameworks shape the process of collecting, storing,
processing, and sharing data. The Brazilian government set up a Central Data
Governance Committee, bringing together representatives from the center of govern-
ment to formulate the data policy, covering the entire data sharing process between
different government organizations and between the government and the private sec-
tor. The article analyzes policy design dynamics within the Brazilian federal govern-
ment, showing how many decisions taken in the Central Data Governance
Committee tend to be path dependent. Path dependence materializes in creating bar-
riers to data sharing, regardless of the authorizations inscribed in rules such as
the LGPD.

The fourth article by Si Ying Tan, Araz Taeihagh, and Devyani Pande analyzes the
barriers to data sharing by taking the case of Singapore. The emergence of autono-
mous systems requires deepening data sharing for them to carry out their different
operations. Therefore, data sharing is essential for developing disruptive technologies
with varied applications in the public and private sectors. According to Taeihagh,
there are six barriers to data sharing. First, technical barriers arise from the unavail-
ability of capabilities to facilitate data sharing. Second, motivational barriers are
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related to the beliefs of people dealing with data sharing. Third, economic barriers
are related to the lack of technical resources and economic damage. Fourth, the polit-
ical barriers concerning distrust between users and providers restricting sharing. Fifth
is the legal barriers imposed on data ownership, privacy protection, and copyrights.
Finally, ethical barriers are related to the principles that organize the digital world
and its practices. Therefore, the development of data sharing initiatives requires pol-
icy designs that allow overcoming the barriers, as is the case in Singapore. These pol-
icy designs must consider the practice of regulatory sandboxes for data sharing, the
establishment of partnerships between governments and the private sector, and ana-
lytical capabilities that allow advancing the development of disruptive digital technol-
ogies. The involvement of the private sector is essential to overcome the motivational
barriers of the actors, as well as the constitution of analytical capacities that allow a
framework of knowledge that consolidates ethical and legal analyzes to overcoming
these barriers.

In the fifth article by Gleb Papyshev and Masaru Yarime, they analyze 31 national
strategies for artificial intelligence around the globe. Through textual analysis, based
on qualitative content analysis and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model-
ing, the authors build a typology of national strategies for artificial intelligence, com-
prising three strategic models. First, a development model, typical in East Asian
countries, considers designs related to the state’s direct involvement in the develop-
ment of AI innovation. The state assumes the developer role and deploys policy
designs that enable more direct support to human capital formation, research and
development, financing structures, regulation, data sharing, and support to the pri-
vate sector. The second type relates to control strategies typical of European Union
countries. Control involves developing AI regulations that enable designs to establish
a more direct role for the state in technological development and regulatory govern-
ance strategies. Finally, the third type is related to a promotion perspective. This
third type is typical in the United States, United Kingdom, and Ireland, where the
state creates in its strategies a governance arrangement aimed at promoting the pri-
vate sector in technological development. These three types of national strategies for
artificial intelligence comprise different designs, where policy objectives and policy
mixes vary depending on broader understandings of the state’s role in
AI innovation.

Finally, the sixth article, by Mansi Babbar, Shruti Agrawal, Dilshad Hossain, and
M Mustahid Husain, analyzes how the lack of accountable digital regulation in India
and Bangladesh regarding the adoption of public health-related digital technologies
during the COVID-19 pandemic produced institutional void. Institutional void is
how the state removes forms of control and privacy protection considered unneces-
sary to face crises, such as the case of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic has
enabled, as in the cases of India and Bangladesh, the emergence of different digital
technologies that reinforce the surveillance process and, in turn, governmentality. The
article brings insights into how crises can imply new power relations based on algo-
rithmic governmentality without regulations. The article presents a series of recom-
mendations for practitioners to deal with the challenge of regulating disruptive
technologies, focusing on privacy protection and data safeguarding.
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All papers in this special issue deal with challenges related to the design of data
policy and governance. Governments face the challenge of producing answers to the
problems that emerge with disruptive digital technologies. In particular, the challenge
of data governance and the design of policies are central in the digital world. The
policy designs aimed at a set of mixes, approaches, institutional frameworks, and
grammars that operate different mechanisms which make it possible to govern data
as essential resources of twenty-first-century societies. Practical recommendations can
be extracted and shared in all papers, with the aim of steering policies focused on
data and its contemporary challenges.

4. Challenges and trends in design data governance and policy – future
research directions

Considering the lessons learned from this special issue, governments should monitor
the institutional formats by which data governance is shaped and the policies related
to the collection, storage, processing, and sharing of data. In addition, governments
must understand the designs involved in different issues related to data protection
and citizen privacy and define strategies to deal with emerging technologies, such as
artificial intelligence.

In all these situations, governments must promote design dynamics that are more
adaptive and flexible concerning technological development. For example, dealing
with the issue of data concerning the Internet of Things is essential to think about
the problems related to the collection and sharing facilitated by this technology. As
for artificial intelligence, the central problem is the qualification of data, elimination
of biases, and design and validation of algorithms. Data governance and policy design
dynamics thus require adaptive capacities to engage stakeholders, strengthen transpar-
ency and accountability mechanisms, and coordinate mechanisms capable of manag-
ing conflicts and promoting forms of collaboration and cooperation (Filgueiras and
Almeida 2021).

Adaptive capacities are defined as “the ability of a resource governance system to first
alter processes and if required to convert structural elements as [a] response to experi-
enced or expected changes in [the] societal or natural environment” (Pahl-Wostl 2009,
355). Adaptive capacities are enhanced when organizations can (1) provide information;
(2) deal with conflict; (3) induce rule compliance; (4) provide infrastructure; and (5) be
prepared for change (Dietz, Ostrom, and Stern 2003). In many situations, according to
Dietz, Ostrom, and Stern (Dietz, Ostrom, and Stern 2003), adaptive governance concerns
situations of rapid change, demanding designs that encourage experimentation, learning,
and policy change. In this case, adaptive capacity implemented in data governance and
policy requires partnerships between governments, industry, and the market, to solidify
an institutional design in which, despite the advancement of technologies, institutions
easily adapt to the new context, generating stability and policy robustness.

Future research agenda on data governance and policy demands this process of
experimentation and learning, in which practitioners can design different solutions to
problems that emerge at the same speed as technological disruptions. Thus, the policy
design for emerging digital technologies, with data as central resources to be explored
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in the digital world, demands adaptation processes and institutional and organiza-
tional flexibility, while it requires robustness and effectiveness to generate knowledge
and learning. Therefore, data governance and policy research must document differ-
ent initiatives and institutional designs, considering the diversity of competing inter-
ests of actors and requirements of principles that should guide digital development.
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